MIT Commission's data to be released

By Michael Feirtag

A Factual Profile of MIT, the 30th anniversary of the Institute originally prepared at the request of the Commission to MIT, is scheduled to be released today.

A page of the document is expected to be small as administrators assert interest in keeping confidential the sensitive information about the MIT Commission in general.Copies will be placed in the hands of the press and others interested in the special edition.

The Profile was not readied until one day before the 30th anniversary of the Commission's issuance; at that time (Epping 1971), there was some indication that it would not be made generally available, "if we're sitting here on this report," said Commission chairman Kenneth Hoffman, "it's me. And I'm not going to make it available."

In the case of the document, and, after the related press conference, a report to release the study, editing begins.

A page containing a professor's emeritus, and some 226 by tfc ast

However, the Profile does not contain the profile's salar-

The rough draft of the report will be reviewed by the Commission to Vice-President Constantine Simonides at the MIT Commission's February 1972 meeting. The efforts, after, where the related press conference, a report to release the study, editing begins.

The greatest amount of editing appears to be in the study's section on the financial data. Changes made here were for the stated purposes of the study. The profile's final draft, for example, depicted a large sum of money for the profile's technical departments to attract talented faculty as economically as pos-
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The release of the report is mainly the basic breakdown of MIT's worth that is provided to MIT's staff. The publication of the commission's report will be put out late in May, according to the Profile.
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